NMAJH hosted its third annual National Educators Institute (NEI) for 25 educators from nine states. Museum staff also conducted two traveling NEI seminars in Detroit and Boston, attended by 85 teachers from 30 schools, and other Teacher Professional Development programs.

“We love the Museum, which is why we bring kids all the way from Richmond, Virginia, to visit.”
—Teacher in Richmond, Virginia

The Museum received 6,522 gifts from more than 5,000 individuals, families, foundations, and so on. 585 gifts were from first-time donors.

“I am a new member at NMAJH….My partner is of Jewish background….I became a member of NMAJH because over the last year, I have watched the Museum stand up against bigotry. I believe the best way to change hearts and minds is to preserve American history while encouraging self-reflection and honesty. Thank you for the work you do. Thank you for standing up.”
—Danielle in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Special Exhibitions

NMAJH PRESENTED 2 SPECIAL EXHIBITIONS WHICH ARE NOW TRAVELING

Leonard Bernstein: The Power of Music has been made possible in part by major grants from the National Endowment for the Humanities: Exploring the human endeavor.

Maltz Museum of Jewish Heritage, Beachwood, OH, opening September, 2019
Brandeis University, Waltham, MA

Leonard Bernstein: The Power of Music

“...The benefits for my students coming to your museum are immeasurable!”
—Teacher, Shafer Middle School, Bensalem, PA

NMAJH WELCOMED NEARLY 5,000 visitors for FREE Museum family days
ON
Martin Luther King Jr. Day
Presidents’ Day
Independence Day
Christmas

NUMBER OF FORMER VICE PRESIDENTS OF THE UNITED STATES WHO WERE HONORED AT THE ONLY IN AMERICA GALA. (ONE, JOE BIDEN)

MORE THAN 120 families and organizations rented the Museum for private functions, including weddings, mitzvahs, corporate functions, nonprofit fund-raising events, and more.
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Legacy Society Members
Our Legacy Society is growing thanks to
individuals who have named the Museum their
estate plans. Join the
dozens who are committed to sustaining the Museum’s
future as members of the
Legacy Society. For
more information, please contact Cobi Weissbach
at 215.923.3811 x131 or
weissbach@nmajh.org
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Corporate Partners
Thank you to these Corporate Partners and supporters from the corporate community who made gifts in Fiscal Year 2018.

--- Co-Chairs ---

* Bernstein

--- Independence ---

Akin Gump Strauss Hauer & Feld LLP

--- Freedom ---

 Asset-Map

--- Justice ---

Bank of America

--- Liberty ---

J2

--- Democracy ---

Ballard Spahr

--- Brotherly Love ---

Alcom

--- specimen ---

Asterion

--- specimen ---

Drinker Biddle & Reath

--- specimen ---

EisnerAmper
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Fox Rothschild
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Ilanian & Company
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PwC

--- specimen ---

Reed Smith
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Saul Ewing
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Tito's Handmade Vodka
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Yarden
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Brueckner & Associates
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J D Productions
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Kline & Specter

--- specimen ---

Lindsey Law
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UHS

--- specimen ---

Rosen Cooper

--- specimen ---

Cohen Braunsfeld LLC

--- specimen ---

Stradley Ronon

--- specimen ---

The Museum would also like to thank the following individuals for taking leadership roles in the Corporate Partners Program:

Alan J. Hoffman

NMAJH Corporate Partners Co-Chair

Chairman and Managing Partner, Blank Rome, LLP

Elijah S. Dornstreich

NMAJH Corporate Partners Co-Chair

Vice President, Bernstein Private Wealth Management

--- specimen ---

List as of January 6, 2019

Museum Leadership

Board of Trustees

Philip M. Darivoff, Chairperson

Lyn M. Ross, Honorary Chairperson

Stephen A. Cozen, First Vice Chairperson

Andrew R. Heyer, Vice Chairperson

Elijah S. Dornstreich, Treasurer

Mark Oster, Secretary

George Ross z”l, Founding Chairperson

Ronald Rubin, Chairperson Emeritus

Susanna Lachs Adler

Scott Akman

Philip Balderston

Alec Ellison

Phyllis Finkelstein

Alan J. Hoffman

Thomas O. Katz

Sharon Tobin Kestenbaum

Andrew Klaber

Elaine Lindy

Seymour G. Mandell z”l

Mitchell L. Morgan

Matthew Pestronk

Lisa B. Popowich

Marc Porter

Daniel Promislo

Laury Saligman

Sherrie R. Savett

Miriam Schneirov

Brett Schulman

Daniel A. Shapiro

Michelle Singer

Meredith C. Slawe

Lindy Snider

Shanin Specter

Michael Swift

Joseph S. Zuritsky

Harold Berger*

Eugene Applebaum, z”l

(Detroit, MI)

Charles Bronfman

(New York, NY)

Betsy Z. Cohen (New York, NY)

Ambassador Edward Edelson

(Palm Beach, FL)

Milton Fine (Pittsburgh, PA)

Rabbi Irving (Yitz) Greenberg

(Bronx, NY)

J. Ira Harris (Palm Beach, FL)

Senator Joseph Lieberman

(Hartford, CT)

Newton Minow (Chicago, IL)

Ambassador John L. Loeb, Jr.

(New York, NY)

Allan "Bud" Selig

(Milwaukee, WI)

Albert Small (Washington, DC)

Edward Snider z”l

(Philadelphia, PA)

Stuart Weitzman (Greenwich, CT)

Fred Wilpon (New York, NY)

Young Friends Board

Jake Markovitz, Chairperson

Steven Share, Vice Chairperson

Zachary Golen

Benjamin Hirsh

Ellie Levy

Bryan Leib

Ali Sayer

Alex Weiner

Shana Weiner

--- specimen ---

National Leadership Council

Roy Zuckerberg (New York, NY), Chair

Eugene Applebaum, z”l

(Detroit, MI)

Charles Bronfman

New York, NY

Betsy Z. Cohen (New York, NY)

Ambassador Edward Edelson

(Palm Beach, FL)

Milton Fine (Pittsburgh, PA)

Rabbi Irving (Yitz) Greenberg

(Bronx, NY)

J. Ira Harris (Palm Beach, FL)

Senator Joseph Lieberman

(Hartford, CT)

Newton Minow (Chicago, IL)

Ambassador John L. Loeb, Jr.

(New York, NY)

Allan “Bud” Selig

(Milwaukee, WI)

Albert Small (Washington, DC)

Edward Snider z”l

(Philadelphia, PA)

Stuart Weitzman (Greenwich, CT)

Fred Wilpon (New York, NY)

*Trustee Emeritus
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